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This article uses a few simple examples to describe SQL DDL commands in Microsoft SQL Server. The SQL command covers only SQL DDL commands in this article, data-defined language (DDL) data manipulation language (DCL) data manipulation language (DCL) transaction control language (TCL). The DDL command in sql ddl
command SQL is used to create a database schema and to define the type and structure of the data to be stored in the database. The SQL DDL command is further divided into the following main categories: CREATE DROP TRUNCATE Create CREATE QUERIES is used to create databases or objects such as tables, views, and stored
procedures. The following example shows how to create a database in MS SQL Server using the CREATE query. Create a table is also used to add a table to an existing database as shown in the following script: ID INT default KEY Identity (1,1), name VARCHAR (50) NULL, and the above script creates a table called books in the
libraryDB database that was previously created. The book table contains three columns: ID, name, and price. The ID column is the default key column and cannot be NULL. A column with a default KEY constraint must contain a unique value. However, because you have set the IDENTITY property for the ID column, the value of the ID
column increases from 1 to 1 each time a new record is added to the book table. You must specify a value for the name column and cannot have null. Finally, the price column can have a NULL value. To view all tables in libraryDB, run the following QL DDL script: Select * INFORMATION_SCHEMA. The table you can see the following
output: Likewise, to view all the columns in the book table, run the following script: select COLUMN_NAME, DATA_TYPEFROM INFORMATION_SCHEMA. The column is output: You can use the CREATE query to determine the structure of the table and how to define the type of data that will be stored in the table. The SQL DDL
command is related only to the database structure, not the database record, so you have not yet added the record to the Books table. SQL DML commands are used to insert, modify, and delete database records. The ALTER command in SQL DDL is already used to modify the structure of an existing table. For example, if you want to
add a new column, such as ISBN, to an existing book table in the LibraryDB database, you can use the ALTER command as follows: The ALTER statement is used to follow the object type and the name of the object, in which case it is a table and a book, respectively. Then you need to specify what you need to do, which is ADD for us.
Now let's select the column again. Make sure that the book table and ISBN column are added to the book table: COLUMN_NAME, DATA_TYPEFROM INFORMATION_SCHEMA. Column Here's the result set: You can see the newly added ISBN column in the output. Let's look at other cases where modifying an existing column can be
useful for alter commands. Instead of adding a new column to the table, let's say you can modify an existing column. For example, you want to change the data type of an ISBN column from INT to VARCHAR (50). Alter queries can be used as follows: ALTER column ISBN VARCHAR (50); To modify an existing column within a table, you
must first use the ALTER command with the table name, and then use another ALTER command with the name of the column to modify. If you select the column name again, you will see an updated data type (VARCHAR) for the ISBN column. The DROP DROP command is a type of SQL DDL command used to delete an existing
database or object within a database. After deleting the database, the DROP command deletes the libraryDB database that was previously created. To run the rest of the queries in this article, you must recreate the LibraryDB database with the book table. When you delete a table, the DROP command is the type of SQL DDL command
used to delete an existing table. For example, the following command deletes a book table: If you want to delete a column from within a column deletion database, the DROP query is used in conjunction with the ALTER query. The ALTER query specifies the table that you want to delete, and the DROP query specifies the column to be
deleted within the table specified by the ALTER query. Let's delete the ISBN column from the book: It is used to remove all records from the table by trunking the Truncat command of SQL DDL. Let's insert some records into the book table: Let's see if the record is actually inserted: Here's the result set: you can see the three records you
inserted into the book table. The TRUNCATE command removes all records from the book table as shown below: If you select all records again in the book table, you will see that the table is empty. In this article, you've seen how you can use SQL DDL commands to create a database schema and define and modify the database
structure. With the help of a variety of examples, I saw how to run SQL DDL commands in MS SQL Server. Do you have anything to say about the article? Feel free to comment. First, let's define DDL, DML, DCL, and TCL in DBMS. The DDL is a data-defined languageDML, a data manipulation languageDCL, a data control language that
is transaction-controlled, as can be seen in the sql language, which allows you to define, manipulate, and control data and transactions. It has four types of SQL sub-languages, so it doesn't make sense to detect the difference between DDL versus DML or DCL versus TCL. Command list: Create a language command list DDL, change the
name change name TRUNCATE DML selection insert update delete DCL TCL start transaction commit rollback and continue reading with examples and details what DDL, DML, DCL, and TCL are. What is the DDL in SQL? DDL allows you to create SQL statements to work with database data structures (schemas, tables, etc.). The
following is a list of SQL DDL commands and examples: Create a new database, table, index, or stored procedure that is used to create create create statements. Create a database example: Create a database descriptionJava; Database Description Create Java. Create a table example: Create a table user (ID INT (16) the default key
AUTO_INCREMENT, not the name VARCHAR (255) null); ID INT (16) The primary key AUTO_INCREMENT name VARCHAR (255) NULL DROP DROP release statement allows you to remove databases, tables, indexes, or stored procedures. Database deletion example: Drop database descriptionJava; Drop database descriptionJava;
Table deletion example: ALTER is used to modify an existing database data structure (database, table). Change the table example: Change the table user to add a column that is not a column of ten-bar CHAR (255) NULL. Table user additional column name VARCHAR (255) is not NULL; The renaming command is used to rename the
SQL table. Rename the table example: Change the table user name to student. Change the name of the table user to student. The Trunkat Trunke operation is used to delete all table records. Logically, is the same as the DELETE command. The difference between DELETE and TRUNCATE commands: TRUNCATE can not roll back the
rollruncate command that really does not call the TRUNCATE command in the delete trigger example: what is DML in SQL? DML is a data manipulation language and is used to build SQL queries that manipulate data (selection, insertion, update, delete, etc.) in the database. For example, a list of DML commands: SELECT SELECT
queries are used to retrieve data from sql tables. Example: The INSERT insert command is used to add a new row to the database table. Examples: inserted into the student (first and last name) values ('Dmytro', 'Shvechikov'); Student (name, last name) value ('Dmytro', 'Shvechikov'); The update update statement modifies the record to
the table. Example: Student settings name update = 'Dima' location surname / 'Shvechikov'; Updated student set name = 'Dima' location = 'Shvechikov'; The DELETE query removes items from the table. Example: Name = Delete from student with 'Dima'. Name = Delete from student with 'Dima'; What is a DCL in SQL? The DCL data
control language. The command is responsible for restricting access inside the database. Let's look at defining the DCL statement. The GRANT GRANT command authorizes sql user accounts. For example, you want to give full control to the 'Description Java' database for the user's 'dmytro@localhost'. First, let's create a user: create a
user 'dmytro'@'localhost' identified as '123'. Create a user 'dmytro'@'local host' identified as '123'. You can then use the GRANT statement to grant full permissions: Give full permissions to Description Java.* Description Give full control to Java.* 'dmytro'@'local host'; And we need to save the changes using the FLUSH command: the
REVOKE revocation statement is used to remove permissions from the user account. Example: Revoke all permissions for Description Java.* At 'dmytro'@'localhost'; Description You can cancel all perks for Java.* at 'dmytro'@'localhost'; Save changes: What is a TCL in SQL? The TCL is the transaction control language. The command is
used to manage transactions in the SQL database. This is a list of TCL commands: The start-up (start, start) transaction is used to initiate a new SQL transaction. The start and start operations are aliases for the startup transaction. Example: After that, you are performing operations with data (insert, update, delete) and you must commit
the transaction. Complete the transaction with the commit command mentioned above and save all changes made within the transaction. Example: Starting a transaction; Student (name, last name) value ('Dmytro', 'Shvechikov'); Commit; Student (name, last name) value ('Dmytro', 'Shvechikov'); The rollback statement looks to revert all
changes in the scope of the transaction. Example: Starting a transaction; Student (name, last name) value ('Dmytro', 'Shvechikov'); Rollback; Student (name, last name) value ('Dmytro', 'Shvechikov'); If you still have questions about sql command types, feel free to ask for feedback. Comments.
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